In the laboratory, partially water-wet systems are often mistaken for completely oil-wet systems, because imbibition only starts after removal of the oil layer, which originally covers the grains. The (long) time required to remove the oil film will be referred to as delay time. Incorporation of delay time in a more general description of capillary pressure and relative permeability functions is called the non-equilibrium effect. No attempt has yet been made to model non-equilibrium effects in fractured reservoirs for a field-scale problem and this is the main innovative aspect of this paper. We apply homogenization to derive an upscaled model for fractured reservoirs and include delay time effects. Furthermore, we develop a computationally efficient numerical approach to solve the upscaled model. The upscaled model overcomes limitations of the dual-porosity model including the use of a transfer function and shape factor. This paper examines various aspects of wettability behavior in fractured reservoirs, viz., the contact angle, mixed wetting, and non-equilibrium effects in capillary pressure. The main characteristic that determines reservoir behavior is the Peclet number that expresses the ratio of the average imbibition time divided by the residence time of the fluids in the fractures.
Introduction
Fractured hydrocarbon reservoirs provide over 20% of the world's oil reserves and production (Saidi 1983; Firoozabadi 2000) . Virtually, all reservoirs contain at least some natural fractures (Aguilera 1998; Nelson 2001) . However, from the reservoir modeling point of view, a fractured reservoir is defined as a reservoir in which naturally occurring fractures have a significant effect on fluid flow (Salimi and Bruining 2008 , 2010a , 2010b . We only consider reservoirs where fluid flow occurs predominantly in a connected fracture network and do not consider the case of limited connectivity and for the case that fractures act as a barrier for fluid flow. Fractured-reservoir simulations completely differ from conventional-reservoir simulations. The challenge of upscaling is to give an accurate representation of the interaction between fractures and matrix blocks. This is because the fracture-matrix interaction leads to a delayed response that distinguishes the flow through fractured reservoirs from the flow through heterogeneous single-porosity reservoirs (Wu et al. 2004; Bruining 2009, 2010a) .
Many geological situations lead to some type of fractured reservoirs (Aguilera 1998; Nelson 2001) . From the geological point of view, fractured reservoirs can exhibit a number of topologically different configurations. These are reservoirs built from (1) matrix blocks that are bounded by fracture planes in all directions (totally fractured reservoirs, TFRs, or sugar cube) (Salimi and Bruining 2010a) , (2) matrix blocks that are bounded only by more or less vertical fracture planes (vertically fractured reservoirs, VFRs) (Salimi and Bruining 2010b) , and (3) matrix blocks that form a connected domain interdispersed with fractures (partially fractured reservoirs, PFRs) (Salimi and Bruining 2009) . Matrix blocks in the sugar-cube configuration are pressed against each other, and consequently contact regions are usually crushed and impermeable except in shallow hydrology applications (Dahan et al. 1998; Zanini et al. 2000) . It has been argued that the sugar-cube configuration is unrealistic at large depth, because the horizontal fractures will close due to the overburden pressure. This ignores the possibility that two fracture sets are oblique leading to horizontal columns. If these columns are intersected by a third perpendicular fracture set, matrix blocks can occur that are bounded by three fracture planes (Finkbeiner et al. 1997; Teixell et al. 2000) . In the VFR configuration, the top and bottom of the columns are bounded by the impermeable cap-and base-rock. From the geological perspective, a VFR is more abundant than a sugar-cube configuration because in the most important natural fractures for oil recovery and oil reservoirs, i.e., regional and tectonic, fracture planes are perpendicular to the bedding planes. Therefore, the upscaled-VFR model would be appropriate for these types of fractures. A VFR cannot be mimicked with a sugar-cube model in which the horizontal fracture is very small because it precludes capillary continuity of stacked matrix blocks. It is also not mimicked by a zero width horizontal fracture because such a fracture will act like a barrier and impedes vertical flow.
The current literature in the petroleum community dealing with flow in fractured reservoirs is largely confined to topological equivalents of the sugar-cube model, i.e., the matrix blocks are surrounded by fractures from all sides (Barenblatt et al. 1960; Warren and Root 1963; Kazemi 1969; Sonier et al. 1988; Kazemi et al. 1992; Al-Huthali and Datta-Gupta 2004; Al-Harbi et al. 2005; Sarma and Aziz 2006) . However, the VFR (aggregated-column) model is topologically different because it is not connected to the fracture network through the top and bottom of the matrix column. Moreover, in a VFR configuration, there is no separation of scales in the vertical direction because the global scale is the same as the local scale. In this case, only upscaling in a plane perpendicular to the columns is required. As a result, the global (effective) fracture permeability and the fluid-flow exchange term in the upscaled model for the VFR configuration become different from those for sugar-cube configuration. To our knowledge, the current reservoir simulators have no option to deal with this situation and this is one innovative aspect of this contribution. The novel feature of the upscaled-VFR model is that, for example, fracture fluid may enter the matrix column at one height, travel downward for some time, and then re-enter the fractures at a lower height. Indeed, the physics of the upscaled-VFR model is different from the physics of the sugar-cube model. The main reason is that gravity plays a more important role, meaning that gravity and capillary phenomena interact in the matrix columns.
We apply homogenization to derive an upscaled model for vertically fractured reservoirs, as proposed by Douglas (Douglas et al. 1991) and Arbogast (1993) . It has several advantages over the transfer-function and shape-factor approach. Homogenization is rigorous in the sense that no prerequisites are imposed on the upscaled (macroscopic) models (Auriault and Lewandowska 1996) . It explicitly shows the dependence of the upscaled equations on the characteristic dimensionless numbers of interest. However, homogenization still uses a number of assumptions for the physics of flow in porous media (e.g., separation of scales, periodic boundary conditions). A full overview of simplifications and assumptions needed for the aggregated columns to justify the upscaling procedure can be found in Salimi and Bruining (2010b) .
In fractured reservoirs, capillary forces, leading to counter-current or co-current imbibition (Pooladi-Darvish and Firoozabadi 2000; Rangel-German and Kovscek 2002; Behbahani and Blunt 2005; Hatiboglu and Babadagli 2007; Karimaie and Torsaeter 2007) , are the main drivers for waterdrive recovery from the matrix blocks (Firoozabadi 2000) . Reservoir wettability and its effect on oil recovery have been the subject of numerous studies (Anderson 1987; Tang and Firoozabadi 2001; Morrow and Mason 2001; Graue et al. 2001; Seethepalli et al. 2004) . However, these studies address drainage and imbibition behavior on a laboratory scale, which describe only one facet for multiphase flow in fractured reservoirs. Therefore, major issues of oil recovery related to wettability at a full-field reservoir scale remain poorly understood. One of the major parameters of wettability is the contact angle (Tartakovsky and Meakin 2005) . Monteagudo and Firoozabadi (2007) extended the control-volume discrete-fracture model to incorporate matrix heterogeneity and reservoir wettability effects. The discrete fracture approach differs from the homogenization approach, but also does not use semi-empirical transfer functions. Delshad et al. (2009) modeled chemical processes leading to wettability alteration in naturally fractured reservoirs using UTCHEM and validated the proposed wettability-alteration model against laboratory experiments. Although capillary forces are the dominant driving forces for spontaneous imbibition, the rate of imbibition depends on many factors, e.g., fluid viscosity and matrixblock size. Tong et al. (2002) , Morrow (2006), and Fischer et al. (2008) have investigated the effect of viscosity ratio on spontaneous imbibition by performing laboratory experiments and verifying data by a model.
Experimental evidence (Topp et al. 1967; Smiles et al. 1971; Vachaud et al. 1972; Elzeftawy and Mansell 1975; Stauffer 1978; Tang and Firoozabadi 2001; Siemons et al. 2006; Plug and Bruining 2007; Plug et al. 2008; Yu et al. 2009 ) supports a more general description of capillary-pressure and relative-permeability functions that include the non-equilibrium effect. Reservoir interpretation that does not recognize the potential for reduced recovery because of non-equilibrium effects may lead to an incorrect estimation of the recovery. The concept of the non-equilibrium effect was first introduced by Barenblatt and his colleagues (Barenblatt 1971; Barenblatt and Gilman 1987; Barenblatt et al. 1997 Barenblatt et al. , 2003 . It is equivalent to an alternative formulation introduced by Gray (1990, 1993) and Pavone (1990) . We follow the formulation by Barenblatt, because it has been worked out for both the capillary-pressure and relative-permeability functions. To our knowledge, this problem has not been discussed previously for a field-scale problem and this is another innovative aspect of this paper. To examine whether the non-equilibrium effect has any effect on larger-scale problems, we construct an upscaled model in which the non-equilibrium effects are included. We use the simulation to determine the range of delay times to investigate whether discernable effects occur in terms of oil recovery.
The objective of this paper is to investigate wettability aspects of fractured reservoirs; to illustrate that the ensuing upscaled equations are able to deal with all wettability aspects of fractured-reservoir flow; to develop an efficient fully implicit numerical method for solving the upscaled equations; and to quantify conditions for which non-equilibrium effects in capillary pressure and relative permeabilities determines the recovery behavior.
The paper is organized as follows. First, we briefly describe the physical model and the topological configuration for vertically fractured reservoirs. Next, we explain the theory of non-equilibrium effects in two-phase flow and various wetting conditions. Thirdly, we explain the upscaled model. After that, we introduce the Peclet number to distinguish two different regimes and consider the effect of gravity. Then, we provide numerical simulations at field scale to study the mechanisms mentioned above. Finally, we summarize our findings in the conclusions Section. In Appendix A, we derive the fully implicit numerical scheme.
Physical Model
In this paper, we extend our previous work (Salimi and Bruining 2009 , 2010a , 2010b on upscaling waterdrive recovery in fractured reservoirs to include non-equilibrium effect in capillary pressures and relative permeabilities. For reasons of easy reference, we shortly repeat the theory for obtaining the upscaled equations. We consider a vertically fractured network (Fig. 1) in the domain Q = A Q × Z, where A Q ={x, y ∈ R| 0 ≤ x ≤ L, 0 ≤ y ≤ W} and Z = {z ∈ R| 0 ≤ z ≤ H}, where R represents the set of real numbers. We use L, W, and H to denote the length, width and height of the fractured reservoir. There are two mutually perpendicular vertical fracture sets F 1 , F 2 , which surround the matrix column B m = Ω m × Z, where Ω m (see Fig. 1 ) denotes the domain of a horizontal cross-section of a matrix column. Therefore, matrix columns are connected from the top to the bottom of the reservoir domain and there is no direct horizontal fracture connection between matrix columns. Thus, the matrix columns can capture phase segregation caused by gravity. Half of the fracture space surrounding the matrix columns occupy the domain B f = Ω f × Z. Furthermore, B = Ω × Z denotes the small periodic units that occupy the domain B = B f ∪ B m . All the small units together constitute the VFR.
We simulate the injection of water into a vertically fractured oil reservoir. We apply continuity of capillary pressure and continuity of fluid flow as boundary conditions on the vertical interfaces between fracture and matrix columns. Flux continuity follows from fluid conservation at the interface between fracture and matrix. There is capillary pressure continuity at the boundary of fractures and matrix columns unless one of the phases either in the matrix or in fracture is immobile (Van Duijn et al. 1995) . Indeed when one of the phases is immobile, the pressure of that phase depends on local conditions and cannot be determined globally. Hence, the capillary pressure, which is the difference between the phase pressure of the non-wetting phase and wetting phase, can be discontinuous. However, as residual saturations do not flow, this presents no difficulties for the modeling. Continuity of force, and hence continuity of phase pressures, implies continuity of capillary pressure when both phases are mobile.
Moreover, we incorporate the gravity effect directly inside the matrix columns. As a result, there is a net flow within the matrix columns. The symmetry of the fracture pattern in the horizontal plane is such that the fracture permeability can be considered isotropic. We only consider two-phase (oil and water) incompressible flow where the water viscosity, μ w , and the oil viscosity, μ o , are assumed to be constant. 
Model Equations
In these equations, the superscript (*) denotes the intrinsic (local) fracture properties. The intrinsic fracture permeability evaluated inside the fracture is denoted by k f * . We define the intrinsic fracture permeability k f * based on the fracture aperture. The matrix permeability is denoted by k m . Relative permeabilities are denoted by k rw,ζ and k ro,ζ , where ζ = f, m indicates the fracture or matrix systems. Here P is the pressure, ρ is the fluid density, g is the gravity acceleration factor and z is the vertical upward direction. We define a phase mobility λ α = k×k rα /μ α as the ratio between the phase permeability and fluid viscosity. The phase potential Φ α is equal to the pressure plus the gravity term.
The mass conservation equation reads
where φ is the porosity and S α is the phase saturation. We obtain the governing equations describing incompressible two-phase flow by combining Darcy's Law (Eq. 1) and the mass conversation (Eq. 2)
We define a capillary pressure P c = P o -P w . This capillary pressure is at equilibrium. At the interface between the fracture and matrix systems, there is continuity of water and oil flow
where n denotes the outward unit normal vector to the surface (∂Ω m ) pointing from the matrix to the fracture. At the interface, there is also continuity of capillary pressure (Van Duijn et al. 1995) . Whenever the capillary-pressure function (curve) would be different for two media that are connected with an interface, continuity of capillary pressure results in a discontinuity in saturation. That is the case for fracture-matrix interface since the fracture capillary pressure is smaller than the matrix capillary pressure due to the huge contrast between the intrinsic fracture and matrix permeability. For matrix blocks that are connected to more than one fracture, there is more than one fracture-matrix interface. Consequently, each fracture-matrix interface has its own state of continuity of capillary pressure. If matrix blocks have different flow functions (i.e., capillary-pressure function), continuity of capillary pressure leads to different discontinuities of saturation for each matrix block accordingly (Salimi and Bruining 2010c) .
Contact Angle Effects
Here, we explain the case that the matrix is not completely water-wet (0 < cos θ < 1). To quantify the effect of contact angle in water-wet VFRs, we assume that the capillary pressure in the matrix system can be given by using the Leverett J-function (Leverett 1939; Anderson 1987) cos ( ).
Here, σ wo is the oil-water interfacial tension, and the contact angle θ depends on the rock and the two fluids. For a water-wet surface, θ < 90º. For an oil-wet (a non-polar surface), θ > 90º. Note that it is physically possible for (σ so -σ sw > σ ow ) and the water would spontaneously spread across the surface. The effect of contact angle on the shape of the capillary-pressure curve is shown in Fig. 2 .
Mixed-Wet Effects
Clean rocks, sandy aquifers and surface soils with a low organic content are usually water-wet. Reservoir rocks and surface soils with high organic content are often mixed-wet rather than completely water-wet, i.e., some of the pores are water-wet and others are oil-wet.
As mentioned above, a porous material can defined as water-wet, oil-wet or mixed-wet. The type of wetting is usually quantified by considering the capillary-pressure curve. There are a number of different indices in use, but we prefer the Amott index to represent the degree of wettability. With reference to Note that in Fig. 3 , the fracture system is still water-wet. As we see later, when the fracture is also mixed and or oil-wet, the negative part of the capillary pressure given capillary-pressure continuity at the fracture-matrix interface could establish conditions for efficient water-injection processes in mixed-wet fractured reservoirs. This occurs when the capillary pressure (P o -P w ) becomes sufficiently negative. The efficiency therefore depends on the shape of the fracture and the matrix capillary pressure. For favorable capillary-pressure curves, water could be expelled from the fracture and forced into the matrix and consequently water injection in mixed wet fractured reservoirs may be very efficient (Tang and Firoozabadi 2001) .
Non-Equilibrium Effects
The classical two-phase flow model proposed by Muskat and Meres (1936) , and Leverett (1939) is based upon the fundamental assumption that the local state of the flow is in equilibrium. This means that the two-phase functions k rw , k ro , and Leverett J-function are only functions of the water saturation S w , independent of whether the water saturation decreases or increases. Therefore, at local equilibrium we have
where σ wo is the oil-water interfacial surface tension coefficient, and φ and k are, respectively, the porosity and the absolute permeability of the rock. The dimensionless Leverett J-function is often assumed to be independent of the porosity and permeability for a specific litho-type. For increasing (wetting) water saturation, the wetting phase will flow initially in the larger pores, but when steady state (∂S w /∂t = 0) is attained it withdraws in the narrower pores and corners and Eq. 8 becomes applicable. There are two reasons that water flows in the larger pores. First, the "permeability" of a cylindrical pore is proportional to the square of the pore radius R, whereas the capillary driving force is inversely proportional to R. Hence, even if capillary forces are smaller in bigger pores the velocity is still larger due to the higher permeability. The other reason is that the pores that were originally filled with oil will maintain an oil film at the wall, which is only slowly removed. In other words, a water-wet medium will effectively be oil-wet in the early stages of imbibition. The slow removal rate of an oil film shows itself in experiments on contact angle measurements. For water-wet media with a finite contact angle, it is possible that the delay time is a few months. This effect is observed in many spontaneous imbibition experiments (Topp et al. 1967; Smiles et al. 1971; Vachaud et al. 1972; Elzeftawy and Mansell 1975; Stauffer 1978; Tang and Firoozabadi 2001; Siemons et al. 2006; Plug and Bruining 2007; Plug et al. 2008; Yu et al. 2009 ). During the transition, the wetting fluid relative permeability is higher than in steady state conditions. Similarly, during the redistribution of the flow paths both the relative permeability of the non-wetting fluid and the capillary pressure are lower than in steady-state flow. Strictly speaking, this reasoning implies that the relative permeability and capillary pressure functions obtained in steady-state flow experiments cannot be used in transient processes whose characteristic transition times are comparable with characteristic fluid redistribution times. However, due to the monotonous behavior of these functions, (see Fig. 4 ), they can still be used to characterize transient flow by evaluating the functions at some effective water saturations. Indeed, the relative permeabilities and the capillary pressure are evaluated not at the actual instantaneous values of the saturation S w , but at some effective saturation η ≥ S w , see Fig. 4 . The effective saturation η is always larger than the water saturation S w or equal to it when steady state is attained. The concept of effective saturation was first introduced by Barenblatt and his colleagues (Barenblatt 1971; Barenblatt and Gilman 1987; Barenblatt et al. 1997 Barenblatt et al. , 2003 . It is equivalent to an alternative formulation introduced by Hassanizadeh and Gray (1993) (see also Hassanizadeh et al. 2002) . In general, the effective saturation η can be different for both the relative permeability curves (k rα ) and the Leveret J-function (J). However, following Barenblatt (1971) , Barenblatt and Gilman (1987) , and Barenblatt et al. (2003) , we assume that the effective saturation is the same for all three functions. Thus, instead of the relationships in Eq. 8 we have
where the functions k rw , k ro , and J are the same functions as in Eq. 8. Due to the non-equilibrium effects, the relationship between η and S w must be a time-dependent function. We use the hypothesis (Barenblatt 1971; Barenblatt et al. 1997 Barenblatt et al. , 2003 that there is a relationship between the local effective water saturation η and the actual water saturation S w and its rate of change ∂S w /∂t. Dimensional analysis suggests that such a relationship must include a characteristic redistribution time. Further, linearization of this relationship yields
Here, τ is a coefficient having the dimension of time. If the effective water saturation η were fixed and τ were constant, then the difference (η − S) would decay exponentially as exp (−t/τ). Therefore, τ is a characteristic relaxation time (delay time) needed for the rearrangement of the menisci and flow paths to a new steady state configuration. Note that in spontaneous imbibition such a steady state is never achieved. Indeed, the redistribution time, τ, may depend on the saturation, but we assume that τ is constant.
Upscaled Model
The previously derived upscaled equations (Salimi and Bruining 2010b) in the VFR with homogenization are
where q ext,w and q ext,o are the external flow rates that come from the production and injection wells. The phase potential Φ α is equal to the pressure (P) plus the gravity term. Here, we also define the capillary potential Φ c = P c + (ρ o -ρ w )gz. The integral term is the exchange term of fluid flow at the interface between the fracture and matrix. Here, the global fracture porosity and (effective) permeability are given as
We use φ f * to denote the intrinsic fracture porosity, and |Ω| to denote the combined fracture and matrix domain. The integration is over the local domain, which is a small unit cell that contains a specific matrix-column size and fracture aperture for the grid cell. In the same way, we use k f * to denote the intrinsic fracture permeability. The behavior of ω 1 (ω 2 ) is a measure of the potential fluctuation caused by the non-homogeneous nature of the fractured reservoir that is subjected to a global potential gradient in the x-direction (y-direction). The VFR does not need an upscaling procedure in the z-direction, which is a reason that we only consider the vector (ω 1 , ω 2 , 0). The cell equation required to solve for (ω 1 , ω 2 , 0) can be found in Salimi and Bruining (2010b) .
To include the non-equilibrium effects in the upscaled model, we couple Eqs. 9 and 10 for Barenblatt's approach to the matrix-column equations. The equations for the matrix columns using Barenblatt's approach are
and Eq. 10. At the interface between the fracture and matrix systems, there are continuity of water and oil flow and continuity of capillary pressure. The boundary conditions on the vertical faces of the matrix columns read
where x b denotes the global scale and x s denotes the local scale. Our choice for the small-unit scale is a single matrix column of which vertical faces are surrounded by fractures and its horizontal faces (e.g., top and bottom) are connected to the cap and base rock. We define the global scale as the dimension of the grid-block scale.
There are no-flow boundary conditions on the top and bottom of the entire fractured reservoir, i.e., . 0, , , and ,
where n denotes the outward unit normal vector to the surface.
The derivation of the upscaled model including the non-equilibrium effects is complete. To our knowledge, there exist no analytical nor numerical results for the upscaled-VFR model described above. In Appendix A, we develop an efficient numerical method to solve the complex system of upscaled equations for a vertically fractured reservoir. 
Results and Discussion
In this Section, we present the results of the numerical simulation. It is important to note that all our results are only valid for truly fractured reservoirs, i.e., reservoirs for which the fracture permeability is one order of magnitude larger (with respect to the scaling ratio) than the matrix permeability. We consider a vertically fractured oil reservoir with a length of 500 m, width of 200 m, and height of 30 m. Initially, the reservoir is saturated with oil. The initial water saturation both in the fracture and in the matrix is equal to the irreducible water saturations (S w,ir ). As shown in Fig. 5 , water is injected through the entire height of the reservoir from one corner and subsequently oil and water are produced through the upper third of the reservoir height at the diagonally opposite corner. Table 1 shows the basic input data for the numerical simulations. For each simulation case, the water injection rate is uniform. Table 2 shows the calculated effective (global) fracture permeabilities based on the different values of the lateral matrix-column size. Because fracture and matrix are considered as two different media, we use two different capillary-pressure and relative-permeability curves. Fig. 6 shows the capillary-pressure curves for the base case, i.e., contact angle of zero and completely water-wet. Fig. 7 shows the relative-permeability curves both for the fracture and for the matrix. We discretize the fractured reservoir into 10×5×9 grid cells in the x-, y-, and z-direction. Hence, there are 450 grid cells for the fracture system, which contains 10×5 columns. Each column, which extends from the base rock to the cap rock, is subdivided in a stack of nine matrix blocks. In other words, corresponding to each fracture grid cell on the base plane, there is a single matrix column, consisting of a stack of nine matrix blocks. We use 9×9×9 grid cells in the x-, y-, and z-direction for each representative matrix column. Therefore, we have a total of 10×5×9 grid cells for the fracture part and (10×5×9)×9×9 grid cells to represent the matrix part leading to a total of 36900 grid blocks. We characterize the behavior of a VFR by considering the three most important dimensionless numbers. These dimensionless numbers are previously discussed in Bruining (2010b, 2010c) , but for reasons of easy reference we briefly include the definition also in this paper. First, we define the Peclet number as the ratio of the capillary-diffusion time in the matrix columns and the residence time of the water in the fracture system. This Peclet number can be expressed as
Here, ℓ is the lateral matrix-column size, u fw is the water injection rate, λ α is the mobility of phase α (oil, water), and L is the distance between wells. The capillary-diffusion coefficient D cap is evaluated in the matrix domain. In Eq. 19, the capillarydiffusion coefficient is a strongly nonlinear function of the water saturation. Consequently, its values change with time and space. As mentioned above, the initial water saturation both in the fracture and in the matrix is equal to the connate water saturations (S wc ). Consequently, the capillary-diffusion coefficient (D cap in Eq. 19) is initially zero for both the fracture and matrix, and remains zero at an early injection time for those regions that are far from the injection well. Therefore, if we use the geometric mean and/or harmonic mean, the average capillary-diffusion coefficient would become zero and/or infinity, respectively. However, for average over time, there is not such a problem. In addition, the geometric mean is a type of mean or average, which indicates the central tendency or typical value of a set of numbers, whereas the arithmetic mean is not a robust statistic, meaning that it is greatly influenced by outliers. This is the case for higher injection rates because the water slightly penetrates to the matrix over long time of the simulation. Therefore, we use an arithmetic mean over the space and a geometric mean over time to obtain a single averaged value of the Peclet number for each case discussed below. The second dimensionless number is the gravity number that expresses gravity forces over viscous forces in the fracture system. We use the following expression for this gravity number (Yortsos 1991; Shook et al. 1992 
where H is the height of the reservoir, k f is the effective (global) fracture permeability, u fw is the global water injection rate, and ∆ρ is the density difference between water and oil phase.
In the simulations, we vary the contact angle, capillary-pressure curve (mixed-wet), and delay time (characteristic relaxation time), τ, to investigate the effect of wettability on the performance of waterdrive recovery from VFRs for different water injection rates and lateral matrix-column sizes. In all cases, the cumulative oil production is the basis for the comparison. Note that we express the (dimensionless) time in terms of cumulative pore volume (PV) water injected. Fig. 8 shows the oil saturation history after water injection in the two NE corner columns, with production in the top 1/3 of the two SW corner columns. The water saturation first expands via the bottom of the reservoir. We observe in Fig. 8 that co-current (gravity) and counter-current imbibition occur at the same time. Fig. 9a shows the effect of contact angle on the cumulative oil production for a water injection rate of q w = 0.1 PV/yr and a lateral matrix-column size of ℓ = 0.5 m. From t = 0 to 0.06-0.24 PV depending on the contact angle, the ratio of water production/water injection is small ≈ 0.03, but non-zero due to the small fracture porosity. At t = 0.06 PV, significant water production occurs for θ = 80° and at t = 0.24 PV for θ = 0°. Trivially, the cumulative-production curves before the first significant water breakthrough are identical. The recovery ratio of the cumulative oil production at θ > 0° and θ = 0° is denoted by Ξ. We use this ratio as an indicator for comparison. After breakthrough occurs for θ = 80°, the recovery ratio decreases and reaches its minimum value of 0.74 at the time that water breaks through for θ = 0° (t = 0.24 PV). After that, the recovery ratio increases and reaches 0.94 at t = 1.83 PV. The same trend is also observed for other contact angles in comparison to θ = 0°. Fig. 9a shows that the effect of contact angle below 45° is almost negligible. The non-linear capillary-diffusion coefficient (see Eqs. 6 and 19) is proportional to the cosine of the contact angle, and we may expect a similar dependence for the oil recovery. However, due to complex interaction between various factors like continuity of capillary pressure at the interface between fracture and matrix, supply of water via the fractures, and gravity effects, the production rates are not proportional to cos θ; however, they are indeed slower for higher contact angles. The reason for this is that initially the capillary-diffusion rate is inversely proportional to the square root of time and therefore extremely fast. Hence, the amount of water initially absorbed by the matrix columns and consequently the oil expelled from the matrix columns is determined by the water supply rate irrespective of the contact angle. For the low values of the Peclet number (0.1 < Pe < 0.4) used in the results of Fig. 9a , the residence time of water in the fracture is long. This means that all the matrix columns in contact with water will expel their oil into the fractures. However, low water injection rates (i.e., q w = 0.1 PV/yr) lead to relatively high gravity numbers (N G = 0.1) and therefore gravity segregation occurs, keeping water away from the top part of the reservoir. As a result, regions not in contact with water will not produce oil. Gravity segregation will be more pronounced at high contact angles, because then the mixing tendency by capillary forces is reduced. In the absence of gravity, the relative discrepancy between oil recoveries of different contact angles should be small for low Peclet numbers, because now the water can reach all parts of the reservoir. For this reason, we observe in Fig. 9a that after the effect of gravity disappears, the cumulative oil production for different contact angles lead to almost the same value. Fig. 9b presents the effect of contact angle on the cumulative oil production for a high water injection rate of q w = 10 PV/yr and a lateral matrix-column size of ℓ = 4 m. In this case, the gravity number (N G = 10 -4 ) is low due to a high water injection rate. Therefore, significant water breakthrough occurs at almost the same time, i.e., t = 0.1 PV, for different contact angles. After that, the oil recovery ratio between oil recovery for θ = 80° and for θ = 0° decreases monotonically as time proceeds and reaches its minimum value of 0.75 at t = 1.8 PV. Initially, capillary-diffusion rates are fast and the first oil produced comes partially from the fractures and partially from the outer boundaries of the matrix columns. After water breakthrough, capillary imbibition determines the rate of oil production due to the high value of the Peclet number (200 < Pe < 10 4 ). The production after water breakthrough is more or less proportional to cos θ. As a result, the effect of contact angle on oil recovery for larger Peclet numbers (see Fig. 9b ) is more pronounced, as expected.
Effect of Contact Angle
Figs. 10a and 10b display the oil saturation profiles for a water injection rate of q w = 0.1 PV/yr with θ = 0° and θ = 80° at t = 500 days, respectively. Figs. 10a and 10b reveal that at t = 500 days, water breakthrough occurs for θ = 80° (Fig. 10b) , but for θ = 0°, the waterfront is still far away from the production well (Fig. 10a) . Water coning near the production well occurs as only the top third part of the well is open to the reservoir (see, however, Fig. 5 ). At later times (not shown here), water breakthrough occurs also for the θ = 0° case. For low water injection rates (q w = 0.1 PV/yr) and thus relatively high gravity numbers (N G = 0.1), the water is slumping underneath and except near the wells, the top part of the matrix columns will not initially be in contact with water, even if there is water breakthrough. 
Effect of mixed wetting
Here, we investigate the effect of mixed wetting on oil recovery for different water injection rates and lateral matrix-column sizes and compare to completely water-wet results. We consider three different wetting cases, viz., a water-wet fracture/mixedwet matrix, a mixed-wet fracture/mixed-wet matrix, an oil-wet fracture/oil-wet matrix case. For the water-wet fracture/mixedwet matrix case (i.e., I w,f = 1, I w,m = 0.5), we use the capillary pressure functions shown in Fig. 3 . In a (strongly) water-wet reservoir (i.e., I w,f = I w,m = 1), the displacement of oil from the matrix will often be dominated by capillary forces, and hence be called water/oil imbibition. Two different imbibition regimes that can be considered are countercurrent and co-current imbibition. In the co-current imbibition process, the oil/water capillary transition zone is moving inside the matrix ahead of the oil/water contact in the fracture system. In this case, oil will leave the matrix blocks near the top of the blocks and water will enter the matrix blocks from the bottom. Counter-current imbibition occurs when the fracture oil/water contact is rising very quickly, e.g., in the case of high injection rates and/or of a very sparse fracture network, whereas co-current (gravity) imbibition will prevail with a relatively slower rise of the oil/water contact zone in the fracture.
In a strongly oil-wet reservoir (I w,f = I w,m = 0), oil can be displaced from the matrix by water only by gravity forces, with capillary forces trying to retain the oil. In such a case, the water/oil gravity drainage process is taking place below the fracture oil/water contact.
In a reservoir that is not strongly oil-wet nor water-wet, but of some intermediate wettability (0 < I w,f , I w,m < 1), the recovery process in the water-invaded part of the reservoir is a combination of water/oil gravity drainage and water/oil capillary imbibition. Fig. 13a shows the effect of mixed wetting on oil production for a water injection rate of q w = 0.1 PV/yr and a lateral matrix-column size of ℓ = 0.5 m. In the case of mixed wetting, part of the pore space is oil-wet and hence will not be invaded by water. This effect can clearly be observed from Fig. 13a , where the cumulative oil production for the water-wet fracture/mixed-wet matrix case (I w,f = 1, I w,m = 0.5), reaches a maximum value at t = 0.35 PV as indicated by the horizontal cumulative-production curve. The characteristic (Ξ) is for the mixed-wet case the ratio of the cumulative production of the not completely water-wet case divided by the cumulative production of the completely water-wet case (I w,f = I w,m = 1). Values of Ξ can be inferred from the Figures. The characteristic ratio Ξ for three cases is initially equal to one. Subsequently, when water breakthrough occurs for the water-wet fracture/mixed-wet matrix case (t = 0.1 PV), it monotonically decreases until it reaches a minimum value of Ξ = 0.52 at t = 1.8 PV. Indeed, for low Peclet numbers (Pe ≈ 0.07), the ultimate oil recovery is reached at t = 0.35 PV for I w,f = 1, I w,m = 0.5 and is about half the recovery obtained for completely water-wet reservoirs. The final recovery ratio (Ξ = 0.52) for this case, is about equal to the Amott index (I w.m = 0.5, see Eq. 7). This behavior is in contrast with the behavior observed in Fig. 8a for high contact angles (θ = 80°) , where eventually all mobile oil from the matrix columns is produced. All the same, the recovery for the water-wet fracture/mixed-wet matrix case is much less than for the finite contact angle water-wet case. For the mixed-wet fracture/mixed-wet matrix case (I w,f = 0.5, I w,m = 0.5), the recovery ratio Ξ monotically decreases until a minimum value of Ξ = 0.6 is reached at t = 1.3 PV. After that, it starts increasing as the fracture system is almost entirely filled with water and oil/water gravity drainage starts contributing to oil production. The characteristic ratio becomes (I w,f = 0.5, I w,m = 0.5)/(I w,f = 1, I w,m = 0.5) = 0.62 at t = 1.8 PV as shown in Fig. 13a . In the long time (not shown here), all mobile oil should be produced for this case. This behavior is contrary to the behavior of the water-wet fracture/mixed-wet matrix case. The reason is that, indeed, for I w,f = 0.5, I w,m = 0.5, the recovery process is a combination of water/oil gravity imbibition and water/oil capillary imbibition, whereas for I w,f = 1, I w,m = 0.5, the only recovery process is oil/water capillary imbibition.
For the oil-wet fracture/oil-wet matrix case (I w,f = 0.5, I w,m = 0.5), the recovery ratio monotonically decreases and reaches its minimum value of Ξ = 0.1 at the time that water breaks through for the completely water-wet (t = 0.24 PV). Afterward, because significant water breakthrough occurs for the completely water-wet, the recovery ratio increases and reaches 0.3 at t = 1.83 PV. However, we observe from Fig. 13a that the cumulative oil production for the completely oil-wet system is low compared to the other cases. The main reason is that the only possible way to displace oil from the matrix columns is by gravity forces and because the gravity forces are not large enough the rate of oil/water gravity drainage is low. Fig. 13b presents the effect of mixed wetting on the cumulative oil production for a high water injection rate of q w = 10 PV/yr and a lateral matrix-column size of ℓ = 4 m. We observe from Fig 13b that the cumulative oil production for I w,f = 1, I w,m = 0.5 is the same as I w,f = 0.5, I w,m = 0.5. For these two cases, the recovery ratio starts decreasing at t = 0.04 PV until a minimum value of Ξ = 0.40 is reached at t = 1 PV. Then, it starts increasing as also substantial water breakthrough occurs for the completely water-wet case. The recovery ratio is Ξ = 0.41 at t = 1.83 PV. However, the recovery ratio for the water-wet fracture/mixed-wet matrix case, achieves an asymptotic value that is equal to the matrix Amott index (I w,m = 0.5), whereas for the mixed-wet fracture/mixed-wet matrix case, the asymptotic value would be equal to the movable oil. Moreover, for high Peclet numbers (Pe ≈ 207), the ultimate oil recovery for I w,f = 1, I w,m = 0.5 is not yet reached at t = 2 PV in contrast with low Peclet numbers (see Fig. 13a ). For the completely oil-wet case, the recovery ratio reaches a minimum value of Ξ = 0.01 at t = 0.1 PV when the cumulative-oil-production curve for completely water-wet starts to deviate considerably from the initial straight line. Subsequently, it gradually increases and reaches a value of Ξ = 0.04 at t = 1.8 PV. Indeed, for strongly oil-wet fractured reservoirs, waterflooding is not an efficient recovery process.
Overall, the cumulative oil production for all cases in Fig. 13b is much lower than that shown in Fig. 13a because for high water injection rates and large lateral matrix-column sizes, the Peclet number is much larger than for low water injection rates and small lateral matrix-column sizes (Pe ≈ 207 in Fig. 13b vs. Pe ≈ 0.07 in Fig. 13a) . In other words, when Peclet numbers are large, the convective transport is dominant over imbibition and hence the oil recovery mechanism is limited by the rate of imbibition. Furthermore, the residence time of water is much shorter than the characteristic time of imbibition. As a result, less fluid-flow exchange occurs for the same amount of injected water in comparison to low Peclet numbers. Thus, if we were in the high-Peclet-number regime, the recovery for the same amount of injected water would be low accordingly. Figs. 14a and 14b display the oil saturation profiles for a water injection rate of q w = 0.1 PV/yr for I w,f = I w,m = 0.5 and I w,f = I w,m = 0 at t = 500 days, respectively. Figs. 14a reveals that at t = 500 days, water breakthrough occurs and water is slumping underneath except near the wells. However, Fig. 14 b shows that water breakthrough also happens and the fractures are almost filled with the injected water and thus the oil/water gravity drainage takes place at the bottom of the reservoir, while capillary forces try to retain the oil. Moreover, Figs. 14a and 14b clearly illustrate that much less injected water penetrates into the matrix columns for the completely oil-wet case due to the fact that in I w,f = I w,m = 0, only gravity forces contribute to oil production, whereas in I w,f = I w,m = 0.5, a combination of water/oil gravity drainage and water/oil capillary imbibition occur in the water-invaded part of the reservoir.
From what explained above, we conclude that in general, the efficiency of waterflooding depends on the shape of the fracture and the matrix capillary pressure.
Effect of the Non-Equilibrium
The third mechanism that changes the capillary-pressure behavior is the non-equilibrium effect, explained above. In this theory, the time to reach equilibrium is denoted by τ. For the non-equilibrium effects, the capillary pressure and relative permeability functions are the same functions as shown in Figs. 6 and 7 respectively, but they are now evaluated at the effective water saturation (η) instead. 15a shows the effect of the delay time on the cumulative oil production for a water injection rate of q w = 0.1 PV/yr and a lateral matrix-column size of ℓ = 0.5 m. Here, we define the oil recovery ratio between non-zero delay-time cases and the zero delay-time case. We observe from Fig. 15a that the delay time does not influence oil recovery substantially. The reason is that for low injection rates and thus low Peclet numbers (Fig. 15a , Pe ≈ 0.06), the residence time of water in the fracture (i.e., 0.25 PV or 913 days) is much longer than any reasonable delay time τ. The residence time is the time at which the cumulative-oil-production curve starts to deviate considerably from the initial straight line. In this case, the effect of the delay time is almost zero. On the other hand, we see from Fig. 15b that the delay time affects oil production significantly. Moreover, Fig. 15b reveals that significant water breakthrough immediately happens for non-zero delay-time cases. As a result, the recovery ratio starts decreasing from the beginning until it reaches its minimum value of 0.37, 0.16, and 0.06 respectively for τ = 10 6 sec, 3×10 6 sec, and 10 7 sec at t = 0.1 PV, the time at which water breakthrough occurs for τ = 0. Subsequently, the recovery ratio increases and reaches a value of 0.95, 0.80, and 0.45 respectively for τ = 10 6 sec, 3×10 6 sec, and 10 7 sec at t = 1.83 PV. For high Peclet numbers (Pe ≈ 300), the residence time of water in the fractures is short, i.e., of the order of 0.1 PV or 3.65 days. In each of the non-zero delay-time cases shown in Fig. 15b , the delay time is much larger than the residence time and thus it influences the cumulative oil production considerably, as expected. In the laboratory, samples with long delay times are often erroneously considered oil-wet. This has consequences for any remediative action (Puntervold and Austad 2008; Puntervold et al. 2009 ) to enhance the imbibition rates. For intermediate Peclet numbers we distinguish two cases; one with small (ℓ = 0.5 m) and one with large (ℓ = 2 m) lateral matrix columns. Figs. 16a and 16b show the effect of the delay time on the cumulative oil production for a water injection rate of q w = 1 PV/yr and a lateral matrix-column size of ℓ = 0.5 m and ℓ = 2 m, respectively. The size of the matrix columns has an influence on the fracture spacing and hence the global fracture permeability (see Eq. 3). Therefore, this has also an effect on the gravity number (0.01 vs. 0.002). Moreover, the size of matrix-column size influences the Peclet number as well (0.3 vs. 1, see Eq. 19). We observe from Figs. 16a and 16b that the residence time of water is about 0.25 PV (90 days) and 0.18 PV (66 days), respectively. This is also reflected by the fact that the Peclet number for the ℓ = 0.5 m case (Pe ≈ 0.3) is smaller than for the ℓ = 2 m case (Pe ≈ 1). Figs. 16a and 16b reveal that the relative discrepancy for τ = 10 6 sec and 3×10 6 sec is almost negligible, whereas for the longest delay time (10 7 sec), there is an appreciable effect of the delay time, leading to a recovery ratio of only 0.59. For intermediate Peclet numbers, the residence time of the fluids and the delay time are of the same order of magnitude, meaning that for sufficiently long delay times (τ = 10 7 sec or 116 days), the behavior is completely different from the behavior of small delay times. As shown in Fig. 16a , the results for high gravity numbers show a somewhat larger dependence on the delay time than for small gravity numbers (Fig. 16b) .
To emphasize the effect of the delay time on the displacement mechanism, we depict the oil saturation profiles in Figs. 17a and 17b for a water injection rate of q w = 1 PV/yr without delay time and with a delay time of τ = 10 7 sec at t = 50 days, respectively. Fig 17a, for zero delay times, clearly illustrates that the waterfront is still far from the production well and water penetrates more into the matrix columns nearby the injection well, while Fig 17b with τ = 10 7 sec describes that water breakthrough has already occurred and hence less injected water imbibes in the matrix columns.
The general pattern observed in Figs. 15 and 16 also occurs for the non-equilibrium effects of Hassanizadeh's theory, the qualitative behavior is the same, and both approaches show the importance of taking into account the non-equilibrium effects in the capillary-pressure and relative permeability behavior. A full overview of similarities and differences between Barenblatt's and Hassanizadeh's approach for the non-equilibrium effects can be found in Salimi and Bruining (2010d) .
The non-equilibrium effects have consequences for laboratory experiments. In the laboratory, a typical cylindrical core has a length of 20 cm and a diameter of 10 cm. In addition, a usual injection rate is 5 ml/min. To be able to calculate the Peclet number; we need to estimate the capillary-diffusion coefficient. We assume that the absolute permeability of the core is 1 mD. Moreover, we use the matrix relative permeability functions that are plotted in Fig. 7 , and the average capillary derivative and the average mobility factor [λ o λ w ⁄ (λ o +λ w )] for calculating D cap . Note that the characteristic length for the capillary diffusion and convection transport in a laboratory core is the same. Therefore, the definition for the Peclet number in Eq. 19 reduces to Pe lab = U inj L/D cap . For the laboratory specifications mentioned above, the calculated Peclet number would be Pe lab = 1768. Therefore, most of the laboratory experiments are in the high-Peclet-number regime. As a result, the non-equilibrium effects have considerable effects on the rate of oil production. Consequently, in the laboratory, samples with long delay times and/or large capillary-damping coefficients are often erroneously considered oil-wet. This has consequences for any remediative action (Puntervold and Austad 2008; Puntervold et al. 2009 ) to enhance the imbibition rates. The salient features of the upscaled-VFR model including the non-equilibrium effects are summarized in Fig. 18 , where the cumulative oil production at 1 PV is plotted versus the Peclet number (Pe) and the gravity number (N G ) for various delay times. At small gravity numbers and large Peclet numbers, the recovery is low. The recovery at small gravity numbers is rather insensitive to the Peclet number. As the gravity number increases and the Peclet number decreases, the recovery becomes much higher. It can be expected that here counter-current imbibition is replaced by the much more effective co-current gravity imbibition. Also, the rate of imbibition from the matrix column becomes larger compared to the rate of fluid transport in the fracture system. In the absence of delay times, the maximum recovery becomes higher than when delay times are relevant. At a critical value of the gravity number-Peclet number, there is a sudden decrease in oil recovery when delay times are ignored. Therefore, there is a smooth transition between the two regimes, from small to large Peclet numbers. At high Peclet numbers, the rate of oil production becomes limited by imbibition from the matrix column and hence by the delay time. One may speculate that the transition where the result is independent of the imbibition rate, due to long residence times of fluids in the fracture, to the situation at large Peclet numbers where it does become sensitive to the imbibition rate is unstable. For this reason, in the absence of delay times, a peak of relative high oil recovery occurs.
Conclusions
We derive a physically based upscaled model in which the non-equilibrium effect in capillary pressure and relative permeabilities is included for a vertically fractured reservoir (VFR) using homogenization. We also develop a computationally efficient numerical scheme to solve the upscaled-VFR model. The simulations show that the Peclet number plays a central role:
• At low Peclet numbers, the rate of imbibition dominates over the convective transport in the fracture. Therefore, the characteristic time of fluid-flow exchange at the boundary between fracture and matrix is short with respect to the residence time of water in the fracture. Hence, the water cut is small.
• At high Peclet numbers, the convective transport is dominant over imbibition and hence the oil recovery mechanism is limited by the rate of imbibition. Furthermore, the residence time of water is much shorter than the characteristic time of imbibition. As a result, less fluid-flow exchange occurs for the same amount of injected water. Thus, if we were in the high-Peclet-number regime, the water cut is large. Effects of contact angles, mixed wetting, and non-equilibrium effects on oil recovery:
• At low Peclet numbers and high gravity numbers, gravity segregation is more pronounced at high contact angles, because for large contact angles the mixing tendency by capillary forces is reduced. In the absence of gravity, the difference between oil recoveries for different contact angles is small. On the other hand, for large Peclet numbers, the production after water breakthrough appears to be more or less proportional to cos θ. As a result, the effect of contact angle on oil recovery is more pronounced.
• The recovery for mixed-wet is less than for the finite contact angle water-wet case.
• The recovery for the mixed-wet fracture/mixed-wet matrix case is higher than for the water-wet fracture/mixed-wet matrix case at low Peclet numbers because of a combination of capillary imbibition and gravity drainage. However, at large Peclet numbers and thus low gravity numbers, the recovery for both cases appears to be the same.
• Waterflooding in completely oil-wet fractured reservoirs results in a poor recovery, in particular at large Peclet numbers.
• For low Peclet numbers, the ultimate oil recovery for water-wet fracture/mixed-wet matrix fractured reservoirs is reached faster than for high Peclet numbers and is about the matrix Amott index times the recovery obtained with completely water-wet reservoirs. Nonetheless, for large Peclet numbers, the recovery ratio (Ξ) is smaller than the matrix Amott index.
• If the residence time of water in the fractured reservoir is much longer than the delay time τ, the delay time (nonequilibrium effects) does not influence oil recovery qualitatively. Conversely, for large Peclet numbers, the residence time of water in the fractures is short and hence high values of τ significantly slow down the oil recovery due to the nonequilibrium effects. It is asserted that in partially water-wet systems, the values of the delay time τ can be long (of the order of 100 days) due to the fact that first an oil film must be removed from the corrugated surface of the grains by a combined dissolution/diffusion process.
Experiments in the laboratory are expected to be more sensitive to non-equilibrium capillary-pressure effects as Peclet numbers are usually high. The delay time τ can easily exceed the experimentation time. It is important to distinguish between truly oil-wet systems and systems that are water-wet with long delay times.
In view of the transparent physical basis of homogenization, we assert that improved fracture modeling can be achieved using the upscaled-VFR model.
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We thank Statoil-Hydro for supporting our research on oil recovery from fractured reservoirs. We also thank Sharif University of Technology for their steady collaboration and the National Iranian Oil Company (NIOC) for continuous support of this work. We acknowledge Maryam Namdar Zanganeh, William R. Rossen, Stefan M. Luthi, and Giovanni Bertotti for many useful discussions and comments. We also acknowledge SPE for granting the Nico van Wingen Memorial Graduate Fellowship in Petroleum Engineering to the first author. in the m th matrix column. After that, we can write the fully discrete, nonlinear fracture and matrix equations ( ) ( ) Finally, the Newton iteration can be continued. This efficient numerical method is inexpensive as it only involves the solution of many (3×N m ) × (3×N m ) matrices and the solution of a (2×N f ) × (2×N f ) matrix as opposed to a single big matrix. Therefore, for N f = 450 and N m = 36450 used in this paper, not only the efficient numerical method reduces the computational time approximately by a factor of 14, but also it brings roughly a saving factor of 950 in computer memory.
